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Achieving Business Agility with 
Scrum@Scale

Incrementally Crafting the Right Organization
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• Finance

• Amazon doing loans in Germany

• Shipping industry

• Amazon buying aircraft and leasing China ships

• Uber replacing FedEx in New York

• Automotive

• Electrification and autonomous vehicles

• Utilities

• Wind and solar are cheaper

• Energy

• Electrification - Tesla effect will drop oil demand by 2023

• Every industry is being “eaten by software” (AI and robotics)

Many Industries Disrupted
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Response to Disruption
Forbes Insights 2018
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Deteriorating Shareholder Value

75% of failures
are terminal

MIT Sloan Review

Agile Parts of Organization
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Project Success Rates

On average Agile Projects have a 42% success rate compared to 26% for 
traditional projects from 2013-2017 . 

Source: Jim Johnson, Standish Group, Chaos Report, 2018

26%

53%

21%

Traditional Projects
Success Challenged Failed
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42%

50%

8%

Agile Projects
Success Challenged Failed

Agile BS

Agile
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Defense Innovation Board Guide: Detecting Agile BS
U.S. Department of Defense, Version 0.4 Working Draft
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Scrum@Scale: An Open Source Non-Prescriptive Framework 
for Achieving Business Agility
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Scrum@Scale Framework
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Scrum@Scale Considers All Dimensions

• Scale = number of coordinating teams; 
Complexity of projects

• Distribution = number of different 
coordinated geographic locations

• Saturation = Degree Agile principles 
have pervaded organization; Breaking 
down traditional “silos”

• Velocity = only well performing teams 
scale linearly
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• If you want to linearly scale, you need 
a “scale-free” architecture

• Otherwise you risk introducing waste 
into the system and slowing the whole 
organization down

• Scale-free architectures are 
pervasive in biology (ex. neural 
networks)

• They are able to evolve to perform 
new functions more rapidly than 
alternative network designs
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Scrum@Scale:
Scale-Free Architecture

Diagram of a scale-free network that contains components with 
a highly diverse level of connectivity. Some components form 
highly interconnected hubs, while other components have few 
connections, and there are many levels of interconnectivity in 
between. Scale-free networks are pervasive in biology. 
Computer simulations at the University of Chicago show that 
scale-free networks are able to evolve to perform new functions 
more rapidly than an alternative network design.Source: http://chronicle.uchicago.edu/061207/darwin.shtml

Digital Darwinian world reveals architecture of evolution
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Scrum@Scale Organizational Design
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Certified Scrum@Scale Trainer Cesar Arce presents an multinational banking Scrum@Scale 
transformation winning the Central and South America award for best online and mobile apps.

BAC Credomatic is one of dozens of open source case studies at scrumatscale.com.

http://scrumatscale.com
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Decision Latency: 
Why the Standish Group Thinks Scrum Works

• Time to make a decision is the primary 
driver of project failure and budget overrun

• Scrum pushes decisions down to the team 
and small teams reduce decision latency

• Strong, decisive, available Product Owner is 
critical to short decision latency

• Scrum of Scrums, Executive Action Team, and 
MetaScrums shorten decision latency

Decision latency is directly related to Process Efficiency!
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Standish Group Data 2013-2017
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Step One: Scrum Guide Implemented

• Empowered teams self-organizing to achieve 
the Sprint Goal

• Cross-functional teams that can deliver a 
shippable produce every sprint

• Scrum Pillars – Transparency, Inspection, 
Adaptation

• Scrum Values – Openness, Respect, Courage, 
Focus, and Commitment
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Scrum

Self-organizing teams are teams 
that choose how to best 
accomplish their work, rather than 
being directed by others outside 
the team.
For any form of complex work, self-
organizing teams are proven to be 
more flexible, creative and 
productive than teams that are 
told how to do their work.

Self 
Organization

TeamApplies to:
Scrum TeamSupports: Scrum

Cross-functional teams have all 
the competencies needed to 
accomplish the work without 
depending on others not part of 
the team.
Cross-functional teams are 
proven to be more flexible, 
creative and productive than 
teams that specialize in only one 
of the competencies needed to 
get the work done.

Cross -Functional 
Team

TeamApplies to:
Scrum TeamSupports:
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Operations: Minimum Viable Bureaucracy

• Scrum of Scrums (Team of Teams)

• Daily Scaled Scrum is a Release Team

• Executive Action Team

• Enterprise Scrum of Scrums
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Scrum

The Scrum Team consists of a 
Product Owner, the Development 
Team, and a Scrum Master.
Scrum Teams are:
• Self organizing
• Cross-functional
• Flexible
• Creative
• Productive
Scrum Teams deliver products 
iteratively and incrementally, 
maximizing opportunities for 
feedback.

Scrum Team

TeamApplies to:
Scrum

@Scale

An enterprise made up of a set of teams 
that have a need to coordinate to maximize 
the value delivered to the customers. This 
could be the entire organization or any 
organizational unit within the organization 
that is to be run as an agile organization.
Enterprise Scrum-of-Scrums are:
• Self organizing
• Cross-functional
• Flexible
• Creative
• Productive
and operate as a Scrum Team under the 
guidance of an Enterprise Product Owner
and an Enterprise Scrum Master.

Enterprise Scrum 
of Scrums

TeamApplies to:

Scrum

The Scrum Master is responsible for 
ensuring that Scrum is understood 
and enacted. They are a servant 
leader for the Scrum Team.
Amongst other things they help:
• Facilitate Scrum events
• Remove impediments
• Promote agility
• Everyone understand Scrum
• The Product Owner effectively 

manage the Product Backlog
• The Development Team create high-

value products

Scrum Master

Scrum TeamPart of:
Scrum

@Scale

The Enterprise Scrum Master is responsible 
for ensuring that agility is understood and 
enacted at all levels of the organization.
Amongst other things they help:
• The executive to be agile
• Facilitate Scrum@Scale events
• Remove impediments
• The Enterprise Product Owner effectively 

manage the Enterprise Backlog
• The Scrum of Scrums & teams that make 

up the organization collaborate to 
maximize the value delivered

They are the key enabler of organizational 
agility promoting agility and Scrum at all 
levels of the organization.

Enterprise
Scrum Master

Enterprise
Scrum of ScrumsPart of:

Scrum
@Scale

TeamApplies to:

A set of Scrum Teams that have a need to 
coordinate to collaboratively deliver a 
product (or integrated set of products). 
A Product Scrum of Scrums acts as a ‘release 
team’ and needs to have all the skills 
necessary to deliver a fully integrated 
potentially shippable product at the end of 
every Sprint.
Scrum-of-Scrums are:
• Self organizing
• Cross-functional
• Flexible
• Creative
• Productive
and operate as a Scrum Team under the 
guidance of a Chief Product Owner and a 
Scrum-of-Scrums Master.

Product Scrum 
of Scrums

Scrum
@Scale

The Scrum of Scrums Master is 
responsible for ensuring that 
Scrum@Scale is understood and 
enacted. They are a servant leader for a 
Product Scrum of Scrums.
Amongst other things they help:
• Facilitate Scrum@Scale events
• Remove impediments
• Promote agility
• Everyone understand Scrum@Scale
• The Chief Product Owner effectively 

manage the Shared Product Backlog
• The Scrum Teams collaborate to 

maximize the value delivered

Scrum of 
Scrums Master

Product
Scrum of ScrumsPart of:
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Prioritization: Minimum Viable Bureaucracy

• Executive MetaScrum

• Meeting of CPO Team and Stakeholders

• Owns enterprise priorities, revenue, and 
profitability
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Scrum
@Scale

A group of Chief Product Owners who 
need to coordinate the backlog for an 
enterprise to:
• Create alignment across the key 

stakeholders and teams
• Establish the Strategic Vision
• Generate a single prioritized backlog
• Generate a coordinated Release Plan
• Eliminates dependencies and 

overlap between the teams
The Executive MetaScrum is led by an 
Enterprise Product Owner who is 
responsible for establishing the 
organization’s Enterprise Backlog.

Executive
MetaScrum

TeamApplies to:

Scrum

The Product Owner is responsible 
for maximizing the value of the 
product resulting from the work of 
the Development Team. They are 
the sole person responsible for 
managing the Product Backlog 
ensuring:
• The Product Backlog Items are clearly 

expressed
• The Product Backlog is ordered, 

visible, transparent and clear to all
• The development team understand 

the Product Backlog Items

Product Owner

Scrum TeamPart of:
Scrum

@Scale

The Enterprise Product Owner is responsible 
for maximizing the value generated by the 
entire enterprise. They are the sole person 
responsible for managing the organizations 
Enterprise Backlog ensuring:
• The Strategic Vision is understood by all
• A Strategic Plan is created that reflects the 

vision
• The Enterprise Backlog is ordered, visible, 

transparent and clear to all
• All Enterprise Backlog Items are clearly 

expressed
• The teams within the organization 

understand the Enterprise Backlog Items
that affect them

Enterprise 
Product Owner

Executive Meta 
ScrumPart of:
Enterprise
Scrum of Scrums

Scrum
@Scale

A group of Product Owners who need 
to coordinate the backlog for a 
network of teams to:
• Create alignment across the key 

stakeholders and teams
• Establish the Vision
• Generate a single prioritized backlog
• Generate a coordinated Release Plan
• Eliminate dependencies and overlap 

between the teams
There is a Product Owner Team for 
every Scrum of Scrums. It is led by a 
Chief Product Owner who is 
responsible for establishing the Scrum 
of Scrum’s Shared Product Backlog.

Product
Owner Team

Applies to: Team

Scrum
@Scale

The Chief Product Owner is responsible 

for maximizing the value of the 

product(s) resulting from the work of a 

Scrum-of-Scrums. They are the sole 

person responsible for managing the 

Shared Product Backlog ensuring:

• The Product Vision is understood

• A Release Plan is created that reflects the 

vision 

• The Shared Product Backlog is ordered, 

visible, transparent and clear to all

• All Shared Product Backlog Items are 

clearly expressed

• The teams within the Product Scrum of 

Scrums understand the Shared Product 

Backlog Items

Chief Product 
Owner

Product Meta 
ScrumPart of:
Product Scrum of 
Scrums
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Money Ball – The Reason Why
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Money Ball for Scrum Starts with Enterprise Metascrum
Seen at GE, Toyota, 3M, and many other companies
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Dark
Work

Junk
Stories

Customer
Will Use

30% of staff working on  zero value stories
• Lack of direction causes staff to make up work
• Unwillingness to prioritize proliferates useless projects
• Executive Metascrum eliminates useless projects

64%*70% = 45% of staff delivering stories the customer will 
never or rarely use (Standish Group)
• Produce Owner team eliminates junk stories

25% of staff delivering stories customers will use
• Scrum Master optimizes process efficiency
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Process Efficiency = Work Time/Calendar Time
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Customer
Will Use

25% of staff delivering useful stories
5% process efficiency

Organizational delivery capacity - 1.25%

Initial Goal: Improve delivery capacity to over 5%

“Twice the work in half the time”

Executive Action Team facilitates process efficiency of 25% (or more)
within value stream that is agile - creates lean organization
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• Traditional management hierarchy creates project teams
• “Scaling frameworks” are often used to provide scaffolding for the legacy 

organization until it can evolve
• This is a translation layer that provides insulation and must ultimately be 

removed to get high performance
• Bureaucracy or changes in management often cripple and/or destroy agile 

implementation yielding high failure rate

FrAgile Implementation - poor decision latency
Creates high failure rate and unsustainable Agile

Waterfall

Translation Layer

Agile
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• Product Owners drive priorities, leadership supports their priorities. 

• The organization is refactored to allocate teams and budgets to highest priorities.

• Teams self-organize in alignment with a prioritized backlog to deliver early and often.

• Leaders create virtual teams that drive communities of practice across the company

Sustainable Agile Implementation
Install Agile OS - reduce decision latency

Sustainable
Executive Action Team
Managers create and support 
agile ecosystem

Product owners set priorities
Teams self-manage

Executive Metascrum
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Transitioning From Bureaucracy to a Network Based Organization

Toyota – Hierarchy sets up and supports temporary cross-functional teams
Delivers every six months

Amazon – Hierarchy supports 3300 permanent two-pizza 
autonomous micro-service Scrum teams

Delivers more than once a second

Haier – 4000 autonomous micro-enterprises – no hierarchy
10-15 people each

Walmart CEO Doug McMillon calls (bureaucracy) “a villain.” Berkshire 
Hathaway vice chair Charlie Munger says its tentacles should be 

treated like “the cancers they so much resemble.” Jamie Dimon, the 
CEO of JPMorgan Chase, agrees that bureaucracy is “a disease.”
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Forming Teams
Enterprise Backlog

Toyota Dealer Network Commissions System
200 people, 5 years, nothing delivered

Toyota Dealer Network Commissions System
30 people, 6 months, live

CEC and Certified S@S Trainer Dan LeFebvre
S@S Case Study

Volunteers

Agile Operating System

Waterfall Operating System

EMS

EAT

SoS
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• 150 Banks across United States and Canada

• Thousands of Teller Systems (all brands, Burroughs 
mainframes, Tandem network)

• Sutherland VP of Advanced Systems      (CTO for all 
banks)

• Kellogg Leadership Business School Professor 
subgroup visited bank

• Recommendation

• Waterfall does not scale!

• create a intrapreneurial company within the larger 
company with a radically different operating system

First Scrum@Scale Prototype
1983 MidContinent Computer Services (Denver, Seattle, San Diego, Kansas City)
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• Put every employee that touched ATM systems in one 
business unit and run like a startup

• Small cross-functional teams of 4-5 people

• Product manager prioritized backlog in Monday morning 
sprint planning meeting

• Everything Done = deployed every Friday afternoon

• Monthly business unit retrospective and big room planning

The Solution:
First Scrum@Scale Prototype

Airman, 21 Feb 2017, Benny J. Davis III
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• Started with costs exceeding revenue by 30%

• In 6 months revenue exceeded costs by 30%

• 60% swing in margins created the most profitable business unit in the bank

• Scrum@Scale goes back to the first prototype of Scrum itself in 1983.

Radical Results with Scrum@Scale
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• Pegasytems implemented 
company-wide Scrum
• Stock price jumped 400%

• Improved Product Owner 
organization
• Stock jumped another 400%

• Scrum@Scale will drive higher 
quality product, higher 
marketshare, and higher company 
valuation

Business Agility: Significant Increase in Value of Organization

27

Implement Scrum@Scale
Improve Product Owner Organization
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• 2006 - Jeff Sutherland becomes Senior 
Agile Advisor to OpenView Venture 
Partners

• Entire venture organization goes to 
Scrum led by senior partner Scott 
Maxwell to double investment return

• Close to $1B invested in 47 late stage 
startups with management training in 
business agility with Scrum

• 2018 - On track to double return on 
investment compared to other venture 
capital groups

• Fund 4 2018: 200M to almost 500M

28

Business Agility: Venture Capital Investment
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• Every Scrum@Scale trainer submits 
public case studies.

• Of particular interest is Paula Kvedares
case study “Organic Growth in 
Argentina Subsidiary of Global Bank”

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6
djxG4ExzL0&t=19s

29

Business Agility: Scrum@Scale Case Studies
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Certified Scrum@Scale Practitioner Course

• 2-day hands-on training course delivered globally 
by a Certified Scrum@Scale Trainer

• Learn how to apply fundamental Scrum and Lean 
product development skills to scale Scrum from 
one to many teams across any sized initiative

• Build a scaling map for your organization using 
the components of the Scrum@Scale framework

30
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• Courses Worldwide

• ScrumatScale.com

• Certified S@S Practitioner

• 28-29 Nov Buenos Aires

• Certified Trainer TtT Week

• 30 Sep-4 Oct Amsterdam

• Contact

• www.scrumatscale.com/contact-us

To learn more:

http://www.scrumatscale.com/contact-us

